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ABSTRACT. Open woodland is a major sub-type of the circum global boreal forest zone. In Canada it dominates the basins of a number of large
hydroelectric schemes in which snowmelt
is a critical phase of the hydrologiccycle. The forest vegetation strongly influences the radiant energy
flux to
the snow andis therefore important in the production of snowmelt runoff and
its prediction.
The radiation budget of asubarctic open woodland canopyin northern Quebec is computed from measurementsof net allwave, solar and longwave
radiation components over the snowpacktreeless
at
and woodlandsites. The canopy gains solar radiation both
directly and from solar radiation reflected
off the snowpack, the latter enhanced by the larger spacing between treecrowns. Canopy heating from absorbedsolar radiation leads to a considerable
longwave flux being emitted
by the tree crowns. Overall, the radiant energy exchange in the open woodland behaves differently
than for a closed crown
forest. This is believed to be a function of a variety of canopy characteristics, not solely of tree crown density.
Key words: snowmelt, open woodland, radiation budget, northern Quebec
& S u d . La forêt claire forme autour du monde un
des sous-typesimportantsde la zonede forêt borbale. Elle domine au Canada les bassins de quelques
grands projets hyddlectriques dans lesquels la fonte des neiges comporte un des stades critiques du cycle hydrologique. La vbgetation forestibre
influence de façon importante le flux d’bnergie de la neige et joue donc un rôle capital dans I’bcoulement de l’eau de fonte et dans sa prédiction.
Le taux de rayonnement ducouvert forestier subarctique dans le nord du Qubbecest calcul6 d’aprksdes mesures des composantes du rayonnement
total, solaire et de grande longueur d’ondede la neigeà des sites boisbs et non boisbs.Les cimes reçoivent un rayonnement solaire en direct et aussipar
dilection du manteaunival, augment6 parun plus grand espacemententre les couronnnes des arbres. Le réchauffementdu couvert par l’absorption du
rayonnement solaire entraîne l’bmission d’un flux de grande longueur d’onde important des couronnes des arbres. En gbnbral, I’bchange d’bnergie
radiante dans la forêt claire se produit diffbremment dans une forêt à couvert bpais. Nous croyons que cette diffbrence dsulte de la varibtb des
caract6ristiques du couvert, et non seulement de la densitb des couronnes des arbres.
Mots clbs: fonte des neiges, forêt claire, taux de rayonnement, nord du Quebec
Traduit pour le journal par Maurice Guibord.

INTRODUCnON

The netflux of incoming and reflected solar radiationand
incoming and outgoing longwave radiation supplies available
energy for snowmelt, ground heating, evaporation and heating
of theatmosphere at the earth’s surface. Inforested areas,
physical characteristics of the canopy play an important rolein
determining the radiant energy
exchange between forest, atmosphere and earth
surface. In particular, the trees intercept a large
portion of the daily solar radiation, which reduces the netsolar
flux below the canopy. At the
same time the trees act
as a source
of longwave radiation to earth and sky. The net result of these
two opposing effects depends on species, canopy morphology
and distribution and height of the tree crowns. These features
can, of course, vary greatly between species and among the
same species in different environments, making it difficult to
formulate a general modelfor radiation transfer within forests.
However, specific information about a forest canopy is necessary to make accurate radiation balance predictions. To date
most modelsof radiation exchange in forests have concentrated
on closed crown forest types typical of the mid-latitude boreal
Knoerr, 1970).
forest (e.g., Reifsnyder andLull, 1965; Gay and
The present studyexamines the radiation budget of aparticular
and important boreal
forest type, the subarctic open woodlands.
Open woodlands form a major subarctic
zone in Canada and
around the northern hemisphere
(Fig. 1). This zone represents a
transition betweenclosed crown boreal forest and arctic tundra.
Its mostdistinctivefeature is its open structure, characterizedby
single crowns or small clumps with relatively large spacing in
between. In the main, the spruce trees that dominate the open
woodlands areshort and narrowby southern standards, and this

combined with the open spacing contributes to crown cover
densities ranging between5 and 30% (averaging about15%). It
is becauseof these distinctive structural elements that Hare and
Ritchie (1972) recognize the open woodlands as an important
North American bioclimate zone. This zone is an important
feature of theChurchill Falls and BaieJames hydroelectric
catchments in northemQuebec-Labrador.
In the pastthere have been somestudies of the radiant energy
regime of open subarctic woodlands, such as albedo measurements by Jackson (1960) and Davies
(1962) and solar radiation
modelling by Wilson and Petzold
(1973). However, as yet none
have presented a complete radiation budget for a woodland
canopy.
METHODS

Sites and Instrumentation
The study was conducted in the vicinity
of Schefferville,
Quebec (Fig. l), where open woodlands cover approximately
63% of the landscape. Selected radiation balance components
were measured simultaneously over the snowpack at treeless
and open woodland sites during the 1983 snowmeltseason
(April-May). The treeless site was located near the outskirts of
the Schefferville townsite. There net radiation was measured
withanetpyrradiometer(Swissteco),andincomingandreflected
solar radiationweremeasuredwith
two dome solarimeters
(Lintronic), one facing upward and one inverted toward the
snow. These instruments were supportedon a 1 mtripod stand,
located atop the centre ofa large (approx. 40 m X 50 m)
snowdrift. This situation was most advantageous
for prolonging
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FIG.I .

The “open woodland” zone in Canada, after Hare and Ritchie (1972).

the periodof meaningful comparison with the woodland
site, as
the shallower snowpack in mostopen areas disappeared atleast
two weeks before the pack in the woodland began to break
up.
The woodland site was situated on a low, wooded ridge .75
km west of the open site. From a survey of aerial photos it
appeared that the woodland canopy was
relatively uniform over
the ridge; therefore a30 m X 30 m study plot was selectedfor a
(Picea
detailed survey. It wasfoundthattheblackspruce
marianu) trees averaged 7.05 m in height, with a mean
L* branch
radius and mean distance between trees of 1.05 m and 6.5 m
respectively. Crown cover density was calculated to be 18%.
Thesevalues are typical of the “open lichen woodlands”
dominant in theSchefferville area, as defined by Fraser (1956).
The instrumentation in the woodland site located
was near the
centre of the study plot. Net allwave radiation was measured
with a net pyrradiometer
(Middleton)aspirated with nitrogen
gas
andincoming solar radiationandalbedomeasuredwitha
pyrano-albedometer (Middleton). These instruments
were operated side by side, 1 m above the snow surface on a tripod stand
and located at a point equidistant from all tree crowns in the
vicinity. This point was representative of the openness of the
canopy and the point of maximum snow accumulation. The
signals wererecorded on Rustraktype stripchart recorders,
supplied with 12 volt DC power. Although a single sensor is
usually not sufficient to obtain a representative sample from
beneath a forest canopy, it was felt that because of the highly
porous nature of the open woodlands, the single instruments
employed here were adequate.
All radiation data at both sites were monitored on a 24-hour
basis and accompanied by daily screen air temperature, wind
speed, snow depth and density measurements 15 April-15 May

1983, with only minor interruptions due to instrument failure.
Full details of the instrumentation and proceduresare presented
in Lafleur ( 1984).
Components of the Radiation Budget
The radiation balanceat the topof the woodland canopyor at
the ground surface beneath can be expressed as
Q* = U(1-a)
L*
(1)
and
= u-LT
(2)
where Q* is net (allwave) radiation, U i s the incoming solar
radiation flux, a,the albedo, is theratio of reflected to incoming
solar ( KT / U ). L* is net longwave radiation, and . L i and
LT are the incomingandoutgoinglongwavecomponents
respectively. In order to compute a radiation budget for the
three-dimensional canopy, measurements of all incoming and
outgoing fluxes aboveandbelowthewoodlandcanopyare
required. However, as all the necessary measurements were not
available for the presentstudy, some radiation components were
indirectly calculated fromthe available measured data as
described below.
Initially, for thetwo sites, incomingand reflected solar
radiation and net radiation were measured over the snowpack
and net longwave (L*) was calculated as the residual in (1).
Since the distance between the twosites was less than 1km, the
incoming solar flux measured at the treeless site (KLd was
taken to equal the incoming flux at the top of the woodland
canopy. The solar flux reflected from the top of the woodland
the
canopy-snowpackmosaic (KT T) wasapproximatedby
expression
KTT = No( l - ~ )atc + Uo(T’)oL,
(3)
where 7 is coefficient
a
for transmission of solarradiation through

+
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thecanopy,ol~isthesnowalbedoanda,,isthetreecrownalbedo.
This expression is approximate in so far as solar transmission
through the canopy is assumed
to be isotropic(i.e., T is thesame
for solar radiation passing upward and downward through the
canopy) and multiplereflections off thetree crowns areignored.
Given theopen nature of this canopy and the small
albedo of the
tree crowns, it is believed that the error associated with these
assumptions is only a few percent.
The solution for the complete longwave balance was more
complicated, sinceonly L* atthesnowpackwas
available.
Rearranging andexpanding according to the Stefan-Boltzmann
Law, (2) may be written
U = L* + €UP,+ ( 1 f ) U
(4)
where€ is the snow
surface emissivity, u is the Stefan-Boltzmann
) and T, is the snow surface
constant (5.67 x lo-* Wm-20K-4
temperature. During the melt T, was taken as 0°C (273.15"K)
a
of .94, a good approximationfor this
and E was assigned value
study according to Price and Petzold (1984). Employing these
values and rearranging,
(5)
(4) yields
0.94U = L* 296.7
or
U = (L* 296.7)/.94
(6)
and finally
U = 1.06L* 315.6
(7)
This simple linear relationship was used to calculate the total
downward longwave flux to the snow at each site during hours
when the snow was known to melting.
be
As with thesolar flux,
the incoming flux at the top of the woodlandcanopyand
transmission through the canopy were assumed to isotropic.
be
The total downward longwave flux at the woodland snowpack (U w), computed from (7), can be separated into two
components, oneemitted directly from thetree crown surfaces,

+

+
+

SOLAR

and the remainder is that portion
of LAo that passes through
the canopy to the snow. For this study the portion of U othat
reaches the woodland snowpack was
calculated using the hemispherical view factor (P), a measure of that portion of the sky
seen by the snow and expressed as a decimalfraction. P at this
site wasestimatedtobe
.76 (Lafleur, 1984). The canopyemitted longwave component was then calculatedas the residual, viz., LAtc = U, - P(Uo)
(8)
RESULTS

Results for the study are presented in Figure 2 and Table 1.
Solar and longwave radiation fluxes at the woodland site on a
typical snowmelt day in April are depicted in Figure 2. Daily
incoming solar radiation measured at the treeless site (U0)
on
this day was 17.3 MJ m-* d-I, of which 13.5 MJ m-2 d-', or
78%, reachedthewoodlandsnowpack
(Kk ,). This agrees
well with a linear regression of Kk on Kk computed for 28
daily totals during the study. The following relationship was
produced
K
k
, = 0.015 .779 (Kko), 9 = .98
(9)
Since the intercept is small, (9) indicates that onaverage 78% of
the incident solar flux over the canopy reaches the snow
surface;
hence 22% is intercepted by the trees and absorbed
or reflected
back.
The tree crowns were assigned analbedo o f . 12, and the snow
albedo was measured andfound to be .70. Using these values,
thereflected solar flux at the topofthewoodland
(KT T)
calculatedfrom(3) was7.9MJm-'d" (Fig. 2), whereTwasequal
to .78 (from above). Thetotal albedo, then, for the woodland-
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28 April 1983.
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TABLE 1. Components of the radiation balance in subarctic
open woodland and treeless situations; the values are averages for a 12-hour daytime
period (MJ m-’)
~~~~~

~

Treeless

Woodland

from

Longwave

from
Atmos. SolarNet

Longwave
Snow Atmos. Solar
canopy Net

Snow

Atmosphere

Gain
Loss

6.7
13.8

10.3
12.5

4.1
-

-

canopy

Gain
2.9
Loss

3.7
-

-

1.6
8.2

Snow

Gain

4.1 3.4
-

-

Loss

9.6 12.5

-

snowpack complex was.46,which isconsiderably smallerthan
for the snow only.
The longwave fluxes, shown in Figure 2,indicate that both
above and below the canopy the total outgoing flux is greater
than the incoming
fluxes, which results in a net
longwave deficit
in each case. However the net longwave loss is appreciably
smaller below thecanopy, because of the downward longwave
The
flux (8.3 MJ m-2 d-’) emittedfrom the tree crowns (Ut=).
U tc flux represents about 31% of U,,,
and 29% ofLTabove
the canopy.
Radiation budgets for the treeless and woodland sites computed for daytime periods of 12 hours’ duration are given in
Table 1. The data are average values calculated from the
daytime energy totals for 15 days when the snow at both sites
was known to be melting and are organized into an iterative
modelof the threeprincipalmicroclimate
layers of snow,
canopy and atmosphere. The net allwave gain to the snow is
larger at the woodland site than at the treeless snowpack.
Although net solar input to the woodland snow is 0.7 MJ m-2
less than at the treeless site, this isoffset by alongwave gain of
1.2 MJ m-2. This greater longwave flux at the woodland
snowpack is aided by the 4.1 MJ m-’ input from the canopy,
which is unaccounted for at the treeless site. Considering that
the canopy represents about 24% of the sky hemisphere (i.e.,
1-P),the longwave gain from the canopy is, on average, 41%
greater than the longwave
flux from the equivalent portion of the
treeless sky. Another interesting feature in Table 1 is that the
canopy layer displays a net gain of1.6 MJ m-’ for the daytime
period. Solar inputs are primarily responsible for this gain, of
which almost one-third is solar radiation reflected from the
snowpack (Fig. 2).
Since the open woodlands and
treeless areas represent the two
mostextensiveterrainunitsofthesubarcticlandscape,
climatologically it is important to compare net radiation over
these surfaces. Q. at the top of the woodlandcanopy is equal to
the sumof net values for the canopy and snowlayers in Table 1.
This value, 5.2 MJ m-’, is 1.7 times greater than the net gain at
thetreeless snowpack.This difference arises because the
(a
absorbed solar flux is muchlarger over the woodland in winter
= .46)than over the open, treeless snow cover (a = .70).
DISCUSSION

We have calculatedfluxes of solar and longwave radiation in
a subarctic open woodlandfrom measurements of solar and net
allwave radiation over the snow surface at treeless and woodland sites. An importantassumption made hereis that solar and
longwave radiation transmission through the woodland canopy

12.5 5.2

9.1
13.8

-

-

-

13.5

3.6

-

3.2
4.1

-

-

13.6

-

-

3.0

-

-

-

-

-

13.6

3.0
-

-

is isotropic. While this is probably
true for the longwave flux, it
may notbe the case for the solar flux because branchorientation
and colour are different for theincoming flux than for the
reflected solar flux. The actual value for solar transmission out
of the canopy is probablyslightly lower than for the downward
flux. However, because of the porous nature
of the canopy, the
difference is only a few percent at most, which is within the
instrument error and may be ignored
for most radiation budgeting
purposes. It is alsoassumedthattheincoming
solar and
longwave fluxes at the treeless site are equal to the incoming
fluxes above the canopy at the woodlandsite. Since the distance
between sites is less than 1 k m , this is a valid assumption for
hourly and daily totals.
For most studies, direct measurement of the individual
longwave fluxes is difficult. In this study, we exploit the fact
that thesnow surface temperature is held constant at 0°C during
melt, and a simple linear expression is developed to calculate
the total downwardlongwave flux to the snow in both
forest and
treeless environments. Provided the snow emissivity is known
with some certainty, this expression could be used wherever
solar and net allwave fluxes are measured over melting snow.
Despite its openness, the subarctic woodland canopy studied
here exerts a strong influence on the radiation regime at the
snow surface (Fig. 2 and Table 1). The effect of the tree crowns
is to reduce the solar inputs to the snow by22% and enhance the
total downward longwave flux by about 10%. This contributes
to a net allwave (Q.) difference of 0.6 MJ m-2 infavour of the
woodland snowpack compared
to the treeless site. Although 0.6
MJ
would account for about 1.8 mm more snowmelt at the
woodland site, this may beoffset by a larger convective flux of
sensible and latent heat at the treeless site. The comparisonof
fluxes over the woodland and
at the treeless snowpack produce a
moreexaggerated result. Here, there are large differences
between the surface albedos. Thealbedo of the canopysnowpack complex is.46,which compares well with a value of
.32 measuredbyRouse (1984) over an open woodlandin
northern Manitoba with a crown
density of 60%. The albedoof
the treeless snowpack is .70.We suspect that this difference is
typical for most of the snow season and may even be larger
during mid winter, when the sun is lower in the skyand
woodland canopy absorbsa larger portion of theincident solar
radiation. Thesealbedo differences are reflectedin the net
allwave values overthe woodland and at the treeless site, 5.2
and 3.0 respectively. Early into the melt this difference would
decrease, or evenreverse, as the shallow snowcovers disappear
from the treeless terrain, decreasing the albedo, while snow
remains in the Woodland.
Table 1 illustrates the importance ofthe woodland canopy as
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a distinct microclimate layer separating the snowthe
and
bulk of
the atmosphere. For
the daytimeperiod the canopy
layer receives
a net gain of 1.6 MJ m-2, and it is suggested that solar inputs,
direct and reflected from the snow, are responsible for this. In
most closed crown forests, reflection from beneath the canopy is
only of minor consequence
to the canopy radiation budget;
thus
the upper portions of the canopy receive the majority of solar
heating. For the subarctic woodland, reflection from the snow
appears to be an important factor, wherethe open canopy
structure permitswhole tree crowns to beheated by solar
radiation.
The 1.6 MJ m-* gained by the canopy layer is considerable
and must be dissipated by means other than radiative. This is
accomplished fiistly by heating thefabric of the non-transpiring
tree crowns. Although measurements of leaf surface temperature were notavailable for this study, Rouse (1984) reports that
the temperature of spruce trees inanopenwoodlandnear
Churchill, Manitoba, averaged 6.6"C higher than air temperatures and12.6"Chigherthanthesnowsurface
temperature.
Since only a small amountof energy is requiredto heat thetree
crowns, most of this energy is constantly moved away from
the
crown surfaces as sensible heatconvection. Given thatthe open
structure of the canopy is conducive to air circulation and that
there is a continuous positive temperaturegradient between the
crowns and surrounding air, then the sensible heat flux in the
woodland may belarge. This may have beenresponsible for the
consistently higher air temperatures recorded at the woodland
site than at the treeless site.
We realize, of course, that the results presented and
discussed
here are specific to the distinct silvicultural characteristics of the
woodland we studied. Changes in these forest characteristics
would markedly influence the results of a similar study. As
anticipated, the results here are not like those expected for a
denser, closed crownboreal forest. The reductionin solar
radiation is less important to the snow surface radiation balance
than the increased inputof longwave from the tree
crowns. The
opposite is true for closed crown forest. The range of crown
density for which this holds cannot be determined
from the
available information. The crown density parameter, however,
is not entirely responsible for this result. We feel that other
characteristics of the canopy, such as branch orientation, tree
heightandcrown radius, arealso important. Therefore we
suggest thatresults similar to those presentedhere could notbe
duplicated for a spruceforest in more southerlylatitudes given
the same crown cover density.
CONCLUSIONS

Our analysis provides anillustration of the importanceof the

open woodland vegetation type in the radiation microclimate
of
the subarctic landscape in spring.
Atthesnow surface, openwoodlandsdecreaseincoming
solar radiation but increase longwave radiation. The latter,
being more important, produces net allwave values equalto or
greater than those in treeless situations. Since radiation inputs
areusuallythelargestenergysourceforsnowmeltinthe
subarctic, this impliesthatopenwoodlands
do notinhibit
snowmelt as does closed crown boreal forest. They may even
enhance it.
The radiation balance at the top
of the canopy is importantin
regional climate. Open woodlands enhance the Q. flux by 1.7
times and therefore are the distinctive, important, climate zone
envisaged by Hare and Ritchie(1972).
The unique morphology of the woodland vegetation, as well
as its spacing, are important in producing theseresults. Largescale removal of trees could have drastic consequences on the
regional climate and the hydrologic regime.
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